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BUILD is UNICEF’s approach to developing and
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BUILD Insights is a quarterly newsletter produced by the Learning
and Knowledge Exchange team. It highlights the latest insights,
trends, and stories from UNICEF online communities.
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+ THE PROGRESS

OF OUR COMMUNITY [December 2017]

By the end of 2017, monthly online engagement
in Yammer has more than quintupled from 1,000
staff per month in January 2016 to over 5000
staff per month by end of November 2017.
This constitutes a five-fold increase of the
engagement rate due to sustained community
management activities. Nearly 12,000 staff now
have an account, and more than 100 new
members join every month.
A process of revitalization has clarified
community purpose and value. It has provided
evidence to demonstrate their continued, farreaching potential, and developed a simplified
and visionary model, BUILD, for helping
communities realize their promise.
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: 10 Years of Community Building in the
Supply Division
The Supply Community consists of over 800 staff who

RECOMMENDATION: COMMUNITY.

work either in Supply Division or in a supply function in a
country, field or regional office across the globe. For tens

The evaluation further pointed out the importance of the

resources and support to the strategy by senior

of millions of children, vaccines, medicines, therapeutic

supply function in UNICEF, but noted that supply and

management in Supply Division. The Supply

food and items for learning and play are tangible

logistics was not well recognized within the organisation.

Community Manager was tasked to lead

expressions of UNICEF’s work in supply. Colleagues in

It recommended that the Supply Division create a

implementation of critical activities recommended by

the Supply Community help realize child rights through

community to bring staff together to foster a sense of

the evaluation:

procurement of goods, contracting of services, and

professional belonging and global team and

logistics, in support of global supply chains for children.

togetherness.

improving the supply curriculum coursework,

The Community is also a showcase for the power of
communities to bring far-flung staff together and create a

The division responded by establishing the Supply

sense of community belonging and purpose.

Community as one of the key enabling strategies for the
function. It created a strategic role with the recruitment of

The story begins in 2007 when an external evaluation

• Professional development of staff through

a Supply Community Manager, as well as ensuring

• Opportunities for knowledge sharing and exchange of
experiences
• Improving career development of staff

THE SUPPLY INTRANET

highlighted a number of problems including a high staff
turnover rate, low motivation among staff, and skill

The Supply Intranet, originally built on the Lotus Notes

mismatches between jobs and job-holders in the supply

platform, was structured to collect in one place

function.

information, tools and guidelines, and resources needed

The analysis concluded that a key factor was the
isolation of supply staff: in many country, field or regional
offices there might be only one or few staff working in a
supply function; staff had little opportunity for career
development; and often did not have access to training
nor to peers with whom they could exchange knowledge
or learn.

by supply professionals. “Supply Faces,” the community
pages within the Supply Intranet, were designed to
enable staff to get to know and connect with each other.
By 2014, 625 staff had created profiles and joined some
45 discussion groups. Some staff have said that putting
names and faces together through the community has
humanized their colleagues and helped them build
stronger working relationships.

(Continued on next page)
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…COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT (Continued):
10 Years of Community Building in the Supply Division
U+I
While the Intranet provided an online platform for
exchange, face-to-face learning opportunities ensured a
high degree of in-person interaction and learning. In
2017, Supply Division organised 53 face to face learning
activities in HQ, ROs and in the field, with more than
1,000 instances of participation by the Supply
Community and others who engage with supply, for
example programme and operations colleagues. It also
organized a Global Supply meeting, bringing together
more than 100 colleagues from supply and related work

areas, plus an even higher number of online participants

As a result of this strategic focus on learning, knowledge .
exchange and professional development, today there is
a strong sense of community among staff working in the
Supply Division.

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
The designers of the Supply Community credit the
success to the individuals who have engaged in making

A 2017 evaluation of the Supply Community strategy

the Community a success – and to the strong

found “evidence that the strategy has improved the

management support which was a pre-requisite for

availability of required skills in the organization,

putting the Supply Community strategy in place and

contributed to cooperation and knowledge sharing, and

seeing it through. The need to improve the professional

improved the system of career progression. This has

belonging and development opportunities of Supply staff

contributed to the creation of a community and to

was so critical that management was unwavering in its

increased self-awareness and engagement of Supply

support of the community strategy. What’s more, supply

staff with staff in Programme and Operations.”

division leadership empowered the community to take

from the Supply Community.

ownership of its activities and did not try to manage it
Not only did the community provide a place where staff

top-down.

The Supply Community is currently shifting learning

could build relationships and share know-how, it also

activities towards more blended approaches, combining

transformed how the community saw itself and its work.

GOING FORWARD
Time and technology change, and in November 2017

e.g. e-learning and face to face with post workshop
assignments. It is furthermore increasing attention to on-

Supply Chain Manager Lena Romer affirms that

Supply Division launched the new online Supply

the-job training, by offering for example deployments and

achieving this sense of belonging – team togetherness –

Community as part of the Digital Workplace for Supply.

stretch assignments to as many colleagues as possible –

has been the ultimate goal. She adds that the

‘Supply Faces’ and the related conversations have now

63 colleagues went on stretch assignment or were

"professional belonging and pride in what we do is key to

been replaced with Yammer groups and a SharePoint

otherwise deployed to perform in a different role and/or

enable the supply function to contribute its maximum to

TeamSite. Lena Romer, Supply Chain Manager and

location in 2017.

UNICEF programme goals, and ensuring we achieve

Heidi Martinussen, Knowledge Sharing Officer in Supply

results for children.”

Division, are leading the next phase of the Supply
Community strategy. A major task is moving the
Community from Lotus Notes to Yammer.

Find out how on the next page…
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COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: Launching a New Supply Community
Platform
.
November 1, 2017, Lena Romer and Heidi
Martinussen, strategy leads for the Supply Community,
introduced the supply community to their new

The team recognized that moving the Supply
Community’s online discussions to the UNICEF
Yammer universe would give staff the opportunity to see

interactive platform. Their presentation began with a

and be visible to all the Yammer groups – also those not

clear statement of intent:

related to Supply.

profiles, groups and more. In addition, a “Who’s Who”
page provides a simple way for staff to find one
another.

Moreover, as the use of the supply intranet and Supply

THE PLATFORM IS NOT THE

“… to maintain a sense of professional

Faces had waned in the past few years, Yammer groups

COMMUNITY

belonging, team and togetherness for staff

devoted to specific supply topics had organically

The Supply Community Yammer group is designed to

working in the Supply Function and foster

emerged. It made sense, therefore, for the Supply

support conversations necessary to realize the goal of

knowledge exchange for ‘everyone,

Community Yammer group to be the new online home of

the Supply Community strategy in the next strategic

everywhere in the Supply Community to be

the community. The team decided to launch the newly

connected’ to deliver results for children.”

period: everyone, everywhere connected. The dialogues

migrated community in a global face-to-face meeting, in

on Yammer will further be critical to maintaining the

keeping with the Supply Community’s long-standing

sense of team and togetherness – and to reinforcing that

Their journey to this milestone offers good practice

practice of integrating the online community into face-to-

it is the people in Supply who make the community, and

examples for community managers.

face events and training sessions.

not the platform or technology. Reaching staff members

PLAN + DESIGN + BUILD

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

who have not yet migrated to the new Yammer group is
one of the team’s remaining challenges, which it has

A Yammer group allowing members to connect,

The Supply Community used UNICEF’s Lotus Notes

initially sought to address through the launch of the

communicate, discuss, ask questions and share

community in the global face-to-face meeting and with

platform for almost ten years. As the technology nears

experiences is accompanied by a SharePoint site with

the clear guidance information provided.

retirement, a new solution for the online supply

guidance, how-to information, tutorials and more,

community was planned as part of the Supply Digital

carefully designed to support the community in adopting

The launch of the Supply community Yammer site is only

Workplace project . Extensive stakeholder analysis

the new platform.

the beginning, albeit a carefully planned beginning.

showed that it was important the new platform retained
self-ownership for the Supply Community and kept

Offering an inviting atmosphere from the start, the ‘How

supporting the sense of belonging that has so

to’ page explains how to join the discussions, manage

characterized this community.
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Contact: Lena Romer at lromer@unicef.org or
Heidi Martinussen at hmartinussen@unicef.org
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OUTSIDE IN: PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE MASTERY
.

“Personal Knowledge Mastery (PKM, or often

Circling this model are the primary learning processes:

PKMastery),” says its creator Harold Jarche, “is a unified

seek>sense>share. “Seeking” is about finding things

framework of individually constructed enabling

and keeping up to date. “Sensing is about finding

processes to help each of us make sense of our world,

meaning in information and making it relevant to the

work more effectively, and contribute to society.” Since

work at hand. “Sharing” is about connecting and

2003, Harold has been working and learning out loud

collaborating. So, we seek information from the social

through his blogging and collaboration with knowledge

network, perhaps work with our community of practice

management practitioners worldwide. The framework

to make sense of it and learn to apply it to our current

provides an umbrella for specific practices that

work and then share back out what we learn from our

individuals can use to grow their own professional

work.

capabilities. In a workbook and through a 10-week online
course, Harold introduces the framework and specific

PKM is built on these foundational models in a way

work skills and practices necessary for any individual to

that work processes and habits are easily integrated.

take control of their own professional development and

stay connected.
The framework encompasses a number of models that
help us understand our work better and provide insights
into how we work and how knowledge management and
collaboration tools like Team Sites and Yammer can be
used selectively to support us. The primary model
distinguishes three modes of working -- in teams, in
networks, and in communities of practice. These are
positioned on the grid as you see here. The vertical axis
represents the extent to which the social connections are
structured; the horizontal axis represents the type of
work or task.
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When we think about the difference between teams
and networks using this model, it makes sense that
teams, focused and goal oriented, would need to have
a good of structure or be embedded in a structure that
can help them succeed. When you want to seek out
diverse opinions or ideas, however, you want to avail
yourself of a wider social network that is cooperative
but very informal. And, as Harold says as he talks
about this model, communities of practice bridge the
gap between the two. They provide a trusted space for
people to test new ideas in an environment of joint
learning.

Training includes skill building in four areas identified
by the Institute for the Future: sense-making, social
intelligence, new media literacy, and cognitive load
management.
In UNICEF Yammer offers a platform for seeking (“has
anyone got information about x?”), sensing (“who has
applied x and how did it work”) and sharing (“we just
used x and it was very successful”). It supports both
networks and communities of practice, both important
to learning and professional growth.
For another view of this model and information
about PKM, see jarche.com/pkm.
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UNICEF COMMUNITIES SURVEY

SURVEY TIME!

INNOVATING TO

Last year we conducted a survey of UNICEF staff to find

Those answers are probably more complex, but it

out how many were using Yammer and what, if any,

strengthened our resolve to continue our work to

benefits they were seeing as a result. We had 733

reinvigorate our communities and work with community

responses, roughly half of whom reported that they were

managers to make them relevant, timely, and work-

using Yammer.

critical

We found that UNICEF Yammer users enjoy the benefits

The 2017 Survey has launched! Please participate and

that online community users in many companies and

encourage your colleagues to participate, even (and

industry report: the ability to reduce duplication of work

especially) those who do not use Yammer. This year’s

by finding solutions, ideas, and examples of work

survey includes some important questions about how

products that they can re-use rather than reinventing the

UNICEF staff use mobile devices; we believe it is

wheel. Equally important is the access to expertise and

important to understand needs of mobile users so we

connections to people with shared interests and

can serve them better.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Rob Cross is well known to anyone who has been
interested in organizational network analysis as a
method to understand how knowledge flows in
organizations. His latest research, published in the MIT
Sloan Management Review, points to critical roles in
innovation processes: the broker, the central connector,
and the energizer: “Organizations that are routinely
innovative are intentional about enabling individuals to
engage and connect in ways that trigger and expand
ideas.”

concerns.
Then there are the barriers – the factors that keep
people from enjoying those benefits more often.
Overwhelmingly respondents said that they would use
Yammer more if they “had more time.” We asked
ourselves, “If Yammer saves time by reducing rework or
reinvention, why don’t people turn to it more often?”.

Take the Survey: Click HERE.

Rob and his co-authors promote the use of “adaptive

See results of last year’s

organizational boundaries via brokers, be vetted and

Survey: Click HERE.

spaces” where ideas can flow freely from outside
tested by central connectors and championed by
energizers.
Read more: How to Catalyze Innovation in Your
Organization.
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NOTE TO READERS: A NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION FOR 2018
As we wind down 2017 and reflect upon

Our resolutions are:

.

our work over the past year, each of us as
community managers can find highlights

1. FOCUS ON PEOPLE. Communities are

4. MAKE "COMMUNITY" ATTAINABLE

as well as areas of opportunity to bring to

ultimately about people connecting to

AND SIMPLE. Communities in a work

our work next year. At UNICEF, 2017 has

people. If we remember that the heart and

context have been overcomplicated for a

soul of our communities is about our

decade. In 2018, our community managers

people, we will better serve each person at

will focus on educating UNICEF about

UNICEF working to make a difference.

community building practices in a manner

been a time of rapid growth for our
Yammer network. We've seen nearly half
of our global staff engage on Yammer, and
many new communities are taking

that demonstrates their simplicity.
2. FOCUS ON QUALITY, NOT

advantage of the Learning and Knowledge

QUANTITY. As our Yammer network

Exchange BUILD model to create new

grows, we resolve to promote the sharing

our community managers can learn

online communities given all that we have

of high-quality content that adds value to

amazing information from what you have

learned. However, our work is far from

our work for children.

experienced. 2018 will be a year of both
sharing and listening so that we can

complete. In 2018, as we further our

mission of bringing online communities to
everyone at UNICEF, your Yammer
community managers would like to share
our resolutions that we hope you too will
embrace.

5. LISTEN. As each community is unique,

3. SUPPORT A VARIETY OF
KNOWLEDGE. Every person interprets

exchange our community bests across the
globe.

the world through their own specific lens.
With that, we resolve in 2018 to support all
types of sharing in communities, from
narratives to photos, and stories to small
ideas.
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HOT TOPIC: YAMMER INSIGHTS
Have you noticed? Right there on any Yammer group you visit? A little
link under GROUP ACTIONS? Recently introduced by Microsoft, Group
Insights provides a view into a Yammer group’s activity over the past 7

days. Yammer displays and lets you compare:
• The number of active people, broken down between Members (people who
have Joined) and non-Members

• The number of people who posted, read, or liked messages, again broken
down by Members and non-Members
• The actual number of Posted, Read, and Liked messages
Group Insights lets you adjust the display to show the last 28 days, or the last 12
months. Depending on which view you use, you will see a chart showing the changes

over the past week, month, or year, broken down by day, week, and month,
respectively.
We’ll be doing a webinar in early January to review Yammer insights and give a
preview of SWOOP. Stay tuned!

Thank you! As always, your thoughts, questions, and opinions are always
welcome at KnowledgeExchange@unicef.org
Visit our BUILD website where you can find key resources on Community management at UNICEF
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